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Abstract—DRDoS (Distributed Reflection Denial of Service)
attack is a kind of DoS (Denial of Service) attack, in which thirdparty servers are tricked into sending large amounts of data to
the victims. That is, attackers use source address IP spoofing to
hide their identity and cause third-parties to send data to the
victims as identified by the source address field of the IP packet.
This is called reflection because the servers of benign services are
tricked into “reflecting” attack traffic to the victims. The most
typical existing detection methods of such attacks are designed
based on known attacks by protocol and are difficult to detect the
unknown ones. According to our investigations, one protocolindependent detection method has been existing, which is based
on the assumption that a strong linear relationship exists among
the abnormal flows from the reflector to the victim. Moreover,
the method is assumed that the all packets from reflectors are
attack packets when attacked, which is clearly not reasonable. In
this study, we found five features are effective for detecting
DRDoS attacks, and we proposed a method to detect DRDoS
attacks using these features and machine learning algorithms. Its
detection performance is experimentally examined and the
experimental result indicates that our proposal is of clearly better
detection performance.
Keywords—DRDoS, Machine Learning, attack detection

I.

BACKGROUND

DoS (Denial of Service) attack is an attack which the victim
will be prevented to do useful work by one or more machines
[1]. That is, DoS attacks aim at making services unavailable to
their legitimate users. Attackers can use different methods to
consume bandwidth or deplete other resources of the victim.
In order to improve the attack effect, the actual DoS attackers
often hijack numerous machines (called bots) and use them to
attack simultaneously, which is known as DDoS (Distributed
Denial of Service). Furthermore, DRDoS (Distributed
Reflection Denial-of-Service) attacks have become a headache
problem in the Internet security community. In DRDoS attacks,
an attacker sends forged requests to several servers with the
victim’s spoofed source address. In response, the servers will
send replies to the victim. And these replies are often
significantly (many times) larger than the requests. In such
cases, the attacks also can be called amplification attacks [7][8].
In this way, the bandwidth or deplete other resources of the
target (victim) will be consumed badly. As a result, the victim
will be received a lot of response packets and cannot do normal
work.

Recent research has shown that at least 14 UDP-based
protocols are vulnerable to such attacks [3]. Reports show that
current attacks can result in more than 100 Gbit/s of bandwidth
consumption [10]. The spam block-list provider Spamhaus was
attacked in March 2013 with an unprecedented traffic rate of
up to 300 Gbit/s [11].
The countermeasure of DRDoS attacks generally consists
of two parts: detection and packet-filtering [9]. In this paper,
we focused on the detection of DRDoS attacks, and propose a
new approach to improve the detection performance.
Many approaches have been proposed to fight against
DRDoS attacks, which will be introduced briefly in Section III.
Furthermore commercial products for the purpose exist [12].
However, many of them try to detect such attacks in the
reflectors. Of course, operators of the reflectors are in a good
position to take effective countermeasures if they are aware of
that their services are used in an attack. However, to enable
service operators to employ countermeasures, they first must
know that their services are abused as amplifiers. In fact, it is
nearly impossible to make all of them take the effective
measures for such attacks. This mainly has the following two
reasons. 1) There exist so many potential reflectors. For
example, only for open recursive resolver (DNS server), it is
said that this number had been up to 28,000,000 by Oct. 2013
[13]. 2) Illegitimate incoming requests might look the same as
legitimate requests in reflectors.
Thus, protection and detection in end users (computers or
edge routers) are also critical. However, only a few such
researches exist. In this paper, we propose a protocol-free and
feature-based detection method for end users.
Typical detection method of DRDoS attack is based on the
statistical analysis of the number of the request-response pairs
[8]. If you cannot find the corresponding requests for a large
amount of responses, or say, you receive a lot of responses,
although you not sending the requests then, you have been
attacked. However, such approaches are designed by protocol,
it is difficult to detect a new kind of DRDoS attack which
utilizes whatever a protocol not utilized. On the other hand,
although the protocol-independent approach has been proposed,
it is difficult to detect such a small scale attack, which only
occupies a small portion of traffics, because it is assumed that
all of the traffics from the reflectors are attack ones. And since
the detection approach only counts the number of packets, it

may result that the normal communication which accounts for
all traffic will be detected as an attack. In order to solve such a
drawback, we proposed an approach which will improve the
protocol-independent detection approach.
To detect DRDoS attack without relying on protocol, it is
necessary to find a common feature which will be active to all
of the kinds of DRDoS attack. In the conventional approach,
the packets from the reflectors are all assumed as attack
packets, and detected by the flow unit, which contains the
packets with the same source and destination. By comparing
the flow received with the known DRDoS attack flow, if the
received one is also attack flow, then the two flows are both
attack ones, even though they are different kinds of DRDoS
attacks, they will have the following features. The cumulative
of the number of packets will have a strong linear relationship
with a time unit. And this feature can be used to detect a
DRDoS attack.
We found five features which will largely change during
DRDoS attacks compared with the normal value. They are the
number of packets in a time unit which only contain the IP
header without TCP or UDP header in the packet header part;
the sum of the sizes of the UDP packets sent to the target in a
time unit; the number of the packets sent to the target in a time
unit; the difference between the number of the packets sent
from the target and the number of the packets sent to the target;
and the maximum number of the packets in a time unit sent to
the target among all the ports. In this paper, we proposed an
approach based on these five features and machine learning
algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We will
introduce the conception and types of the DRDoS attack in
section 2, and in section 3 we will introduce the relation
research of DRDoS detection approaches. In section 4 and
section 5 we will discuss the approach we proposed and the
experiment and verification for it. At last, in section 6, we will
make a summary.
II.

THE DRDOS ATTACK

A. Introduction

Fig. 1 General architecture of DRDoS attack.
Figure 1 shows an example of DRDoS. In this figure, an
attack compromised a group of computers (bots), each of
which sends forged requests to one or multiple servers (or say
reflectors) with the target’s IP address as the (spoofed) source

address of the requests. Then, in response, the servers are
cheated and send replies to the target (victim). And these
replies are often significantly (many times) larger than the
requests. In such cases, the attacks also can be called
amplification attacks [7][8]. In this way, the bandwidth or
deplete other resources of the target (victim) will be consumed
badly. As a result, the victim will be received a lot of response
packets and cannot do normal work.
B. Amplification Factors
As we introduced in the first section, DRDoS attack refers
to the reflection attack. And the attackers often utilize
amplification attacks to increase the attack effect. Thus, in
order to measure the effect of the DRDoS attack, the concept of
amplification factor has been introduced [3]. Amplification
factor is divided into two types: PAF (packet amplification
factor) and BAF (bandwidth amplification factor), which are
defined in Equation (1) and Equation (2), respectively [3].
𝐵𝐴𝐹 =
𝑃𝐴𝐹 =
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In other words, BAF measures the amplification effect in
terms of payload, and PAF measures the amplification effect in
terms of the number of packets. The BAF measures the actual
impact of the attacks [3] because a larger BAF means a bigger
effect of the attack.
C. Types of DRDoS Attack
DRDoS attack can be divided into two types based on the
protocol used in the attack. One is attacks utilizing TCP and
called as TCP-based attacks. Obviously, it will be impossible
for an attacker to launch any DRDoS attacks after completing
the TCP handshake. This is because the session between the
server and the bot (attacker) has already been established at
that time. That is, if an attacker wants to launch a TCP-based
attack, only the SYN/SYN-ACK pair can be used. In this case,
the amplification attack is difficult to apply and BAF is always
only around 1. In some SYN/ACK attacks, an attacker sends
spoofed SYN requests to a reflector so that the reflector sends
SYN/ACK packets to the target [24]. As well as the final
destination (target/victim) as indicated by the spoofed source
IP address, it is also possible for reflectors, uplinks, and other
end-hosts which rely on them to be victims of reflection attacks.
In SYN flooding attacks [16], [19]–[23], the attacker floods a
reflector with spoofed SYN requests and changes the source IP
address of packets so they do not receive replies. The aim of
SYN flooding attacks is not only to attack the final destination
indicated by the spoofed IP address, but also to consume
enough resources at the reflector to make it unresponsive to
legitimate traffic.
The other kind of DRDoS attacks is those utilizing UDP
and are called UDP-based attacks. Since no handshake is
necessary in UDP communicating, the number of the kinds of
request-response pairs that may be utilized by DRDoS attacks
is increased significantly. Handley et al. made an experiment to
calculate the BAF and PAF for each 14 kinds of protocols [3].
The results of the experiment are shown in Table 1. Just like
the result showing, there are a few protocols which will cause

high BAF in UDP-based attacks. For this reason, the UDPbased attack is the mainstream of DRDoS attacks.
TABLE I.
Protocol
SNMP v2
NTP

TYPICAL AMPLIFICATION FACTORS OF EACH PROTOCOL
BAF

PAF

Scenario

6.3

1.00

GetBulk request

556.9

3.84

Request client statistics

DNSNS

54.6

2.08

ANY lookup at author. NS

DNSOR

28.7

1.32

ANY lookup at open resolv.

NetBios

3.8

1.00

Name resoluteion

30.8

9.92

SEARCH request

CharGen

358.8

1.00

Character generation request

QOTD

140.3

1.00

Quote request

3.8

1.58

File search

Kad

16.3

1.00

Peer list exchange

Quake 3

63.9

1.01

Server info exchange

Steam

5.5

1.12

Server info exchange

ZAv2

36.0

1.02

Peer list and cmd exchange

Sality

37.3

1.00

URL list exchange

Gameover

45.4

5.39

Peer and proxy exchange

SSDP

BitTorrent

Akamai detected 9 attacks involving NTP, Char-Gen, and
SSDP which peaked over 100 Gbps in the last 3 months of
2014. This is three times more than in the same period in 2013
[17]. The work [4] showed that the bandwidth used in DRDoS
attacks is growing. In March 2013, an attack was launched
against Spamhaus [14]. The DNS based attack reached an
estimated peak of about 300Gbps and was the biggest DoS
attack ever recorded [18]. Nearly a year later and an even
bigger attack reportedly reached a peak of 400Gbps by using
NTP [15]. The attack traffic generated during the Spamhaus
attack came from over 30,000 different DNS servers.
Figure 2 shows typical DRDoS attacks in 2013 and 2014
[4]. The y-axis is the amount of attack traffics (Gbps). From the
figure, we also can see that UDP-based attack is the
mainstream of DRDoS.

Fig.2 DRDoS attack strength in recent years [4].

the network which the target belongs to, the ISP network which
the target uses, the upstream network and the network which
the attacker uses [5]. However, it is not easy to detect DRDoS
attacks. Among the existing approaches, the most detect the
attacks at the network which the target belongs to. Furthermore,
the existing approaches can be classified as shown in Figure 3
[3]. In this study, we try to detect attacks at individual routers
and our proposal is protocol-independent. That is, our proposal
will ignore the protocol in the applications (whatever it is DNS,
NTP or anything else).
Detection Approaches for
DRDoS 	
 

to protect a
specific target	
 

detection
at the
victim	
 

to detect in a
wide range	
 
analysing
traffic from
multiple
routers	
 

detection at
individual
routers	
 

Fig.3 relationship diagram of DRDoS detection approaches.

As a proposal to detect DRDoS attacks at individual routers,
Tsunoda et al. [6] try to match the responses and the requests at
a point between the server (reflector) and the monitored target,
and the detection result (whether the target was attacked or not)
is determined according to the matching results. The approach
recorded the requests and conjectured the possible responses.
Then, the responses will be matched with the conjectured ones.
The mismatched ones will be marked. However, in order to
conjecture correctly, the important information of each packet
such as source address, destination address, protocol and
header must be recorded. Moreover, the approach can only
detect known DRDoS attacks, which have been detected before.
Wei et al. proposed an approach [2], in which DRDoS
attacks are detected by a unit of flow. Flow refers to the all
packets which contains same source address and same
destination address. The approach assumed that all the packets
from reflectors are attacks during the attack period. Thus, in the
work [2], it was said that there is a strong linear correlation
between two DRDoS flows. Based on this feature, by
computing the linear correlation between the coming flow and
a known DRDoS flow, it can be determined whether or not a
DRDoS has occurred. Figure 4 shows this idea of this approach
[2]. In this figure, Ro, Ra, Rb are servers (possible reflectors). If
the flow fa and the flow fb are DRDoS attacks, then it was said
they should be of linear correlation. And this approach does not
depend on protocols.

attacker

Ro
R

a

III.

RELATED WORK

It is said that, there are four possible detection positions
from the attackers to their targets for DRDoS attacks. They are

detection
at
reflectors	
 

Rb

Fig. 4 the approach in [2] (from [2]).

victim
fa
fb

On the other hand, some problems exist in this approach.
Firstly, its assumption that all the packets from the reflectors
are attack packets during an attack is obviously unreasonable.
Secondly, since the approach only count the number of packets
when detecting, the normal communication which accounts all
of the traffics will have a high risk to be detected as an attack.
Moreover, such an approach which detect at individual routers
only work in the router closed to the monitored terminal. This
is because that the communications between two terminals on
the Internet unnecessarily always choose the same route.
In this study, five features and machine learning are utilized
for detecting DRDoS attacks.
IV.

OUR APPROACH

•

The difference between the number of packets sent
from the target and the number of packets sent to the
target in a time unit. Since the DRDoS attack is a
reflection attack, the number of responses to the target
will be much larger than the number of requests from
the target during a DRDoS attack.

•

The maximum number of the packets in a time unit sent
to the target among all the ports. In general, one
DRDoS attack utilize one protocol. In other words, even
if the attack is a distributed one, the attack packets are
all from a same port. It means that the number of
packets from a certain port will be increased clearly
when a DRDoS attack occurred.
implementation of system

In order to solve the above-mentioned drawback of the
protocol-independent detection approach, we proposed a novel
approach. Since DRDoS attacks are typically UDP-based in
recent years, we focus on detecting UDP-based attacks in this
paper. In our proposal, five features and machine learning are
utilized for detecting DRDoS attacks.

initialization of system

extract features

A. the features
In the approach we proposed, in order to protect a particular
terminal, we choose the router in the boundary of the network
which the terminal belongs to and the external network. We
monitor the communications and the following five features are
extracted from the traffic in each time unit.
•

log files

saved
sample

save a sample

calculation of features
statistics of packets

The number of the packets in a time unit that only
contain the IP header without TCP or UDP header in
the packet header part. Since the maximum bytes of a
UDP datagram is larger than the maximum bytes of an
IP packet, just as shown in Figure 5, a large UDP
datagram will be divided into several IP packets. In
other words, during a DRDoS attack, the packets that
only contains the IP header without TCP or UDP header
in the packet header part may be found repeatedly in a
short time, which means that a large amount of UDP
packets with a large size has been coming.

extract features
saved
features

save features

measure the unit time
classification

clear

no
attack?
yes
alarm
detection
Fig.5 schematic diagram how UDP datagram divided.

•

•

The size of the UDP packets sent to the target in a time
unit. The sum of the size of the received UDP packets
are used. Obviously, the value of this feature tends to
become larger during a DRDoS attack.
The total number of all the packets sent to the target in a
time unit. For the DRDoS attacks with a small BAF
value and a large PAF value, which is very possible, the
change of this number is much bigger than the change
of data size. Therefore, it is difficult to detect such
attacks just based on the sum of the UDP packet size.

Fig.6 Our detection system of DRDoS attacks.

B. construction of a detection system
We constructed a system to detect DRDoS attack as shown
in Figure 6. The system we proposed consists of three parts
including the implementation of the system, the calculation of
the features and detection.
Among them, the part of implementation of system shows
the flow of system initialization. After taking the historic data
of the terminal which we want to protect, each feature will be
calculated.

V.

EXPERIMENT AND VERIFICATION

In order to verify the detection rate of the proposed
approach, we simulate DRDoS attacks and collect the data.
After that, we make a classification about the data based on the
five features we proposed. In this section, we will describe the
data at first, then introduce the verification of each feature and
the discussion about the detection rate.
A. experiment data
We collected five datasets from the attack simulation. We
used the Chargen as the attack protocol, and used two
computers as reflectors. See Figure 7. The reflectors PC-C and
PC-D provide Chargen service. PC-A is the attacker who sent
random UDP packets to the port 19 of PC-C and PC-D. The
source IP address of the request packets have been faked as
PC-B. Then, PC-B became the target of the attack. The
response packets from reflectors became the attack packets.
Finally, we collected packet data at PC-B.

PC-A

PC-C

source IP
is PC-B
PC-D

CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH DATASET

Dataset

Collection time (s)

Attack time (s)

Attack catalog

1

668

117

Chargen

2

524

32

Chargen

3

940

40

Chargen

4

1038

46

Chargen

5

212

52

Chargen

B. the vertification of each feature
Figure 8 shows how each feature changed in dataset 5. The
x-axis is the time in second. The y-axis shows the value of each
feature, and from top they are, (feature 1) the number of
packets which only contain the IP header without TCP or UDP
header in the packet header, (feature 2) the sum of the size of
the UDP packets which destine to the target, (feature 3) the
number of the packets which destine to the target, (feature 4)
the difference between the number of the packets sent from the
target and the number of the packets destining to the target, and
(feature 5) the maximum number of the packets which destine
to the target for each port. The attack occurred from 120
seconds to 171 seconds. According to the results shown in the
figure, we can see that each of the features is effective for
detecting DRDoS.

4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0
13
26
39
52
65
78
91
104
117
130
143
156
169
182
195
208
221
234
247

The part of detection shows the flow of how to determine
whether attacked or not in a time unit. In order to measure the
unit time, a timer will be used. After starting the timer, when it
reaches the time set before, the following processes will be
performed. First, the features which were saved until now will
be classified based on the sample which were saved when the
system initialize. The classification algorithm which will be
used may be changed by historic data. We will discuss about it
based on the result of the experiment in the next section. After
classifying, the features saved will be cleared. In other words,
the features saved just the statistical results in a unit of
determined time. Then, if it is classified as an attack, the timer
will be reset after an alarm, if not the timer will be reset
directly.

TABLE II.

IP packet

5000000
4000000
3000000
2000000
1000000
0
0
13
26
39
52
65
78
91
104
117
130
143
156
169
182
195
208
221
234
247

The part of calculation of features shows the states of the
packets and the flow of the feature quantity extraction. After
receiving a packet, the five features will be updated by the new
packet.

udp size

PC-B

8000
6000
4000

The characteristics of each dataset are shown in Table II.
The unit of collection time and attack time is second.

2000
0
0
13
26
39
52
65
78
91
104
117
130
143
156
169
182
195
208
221
234
247

Fig.7 chematic diagram of the experiment.

udp number(received)

TABLE III.

8000
6000

test
sample

4000
2000
0
13
26
39
52
65
78
91
104
117
130
143
156
169
182
195
208
221
234
247

0
-2000

udp number(difference)

1
2
3
4
5
	
  test
sample

8000
6000
4000
2000
0
13
26
39
52
65
78
91
104
117
130
143
156
169
182
195
208
221
234
247

0
max port

Fig. 7 the change of each features

C. discussion about detection rate
In our experiment, a sample dataset and a test dataset are
needed. The experiment is conducted using all the possible pair
of the above-mentioned five datasets as the sample dataset and
test dataset. The total success rate, the detection rate and the
false positive rate are used to evaluate the detection
performance of our proposal. Each definition of the evaluation
criterion is showed following.

Total  success  rate=

The  number  of  data  classified  correctly
The  number  of  total  data

The  number  of  attack  data  
that  are  classified  correctly
Detection  rate=
The  number  of  total  attack  data

1
2
3
4
5
	
  test
sample

1
2
3
4
5

TABLE IV.

test
sample

1
2
3
4
5
	
  test
sample

𝑇ℎ𝑒  𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙  𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎  
𝑛𝑜𝑡  𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑  𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦
False  positive  rate=
The  number  of  total  normal  data

The three evaluation criterion are defined as above. The
total success rate evaluates the accuracy of the classification
with both normal data and attack data. The detection rate
evaluates the ratio of correctly detected attack data to all of the
attack data. And the false positive rate evaluates the ratio of the
data which is normal but detected as attack to normal data. The
larger total success rate, detection rate and the lower false
positive rate means a better result.
For classification algorithm, we chose SVM to conduct the
experiment. And we used the normalized polynomial kernel as
a kernel function. Table III shows the result of the experiment.
As a comparison, we also calculated the total success rate,
detection rate and false positive rate by using the approach
proposed in the related research [2] with the same dataset. And
the result is showed in Table IV.

1
2
3
4
5
	
  test
sample

1
2
3
4
5

1
99.55
98.20
93.26
92.81
95.51
1
97.44
92.31
92.31
89.74
97.44
1
0.00
0.54
6.53
6.53
4.90

RESULT BY USING APPROACH WE PROPOSED

Total success rate(%)
2
3
99.62
100.00
99.24
99.57
93.13
99.79
92.18
99.79
93.51
99.89
Detection rate(%)
2
3
93.75
100.00
90.63
92.50
100.00
97.50
100.00
97.50
100.00 100.00
False positive rate(%)
2
3
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.11
7.32
0.11
8.33
0.11
6.91
0.11

4
99.90
99.61
99.81
99.71
100.00

5
99.06
97.64
97.17
97.17
98.11

4
97.83
91.30
97.83
95.65
100.00

5
96.15
96.15
92.31
92.31
96.15

4
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.10
0.00

5
0.00
1.88
1.25
1.25
1.25

RESULT BY USING APPROACH IN RELATED RESEARCH [2]

1
67.90
71.60
74.07
55.56
54.32
1
96.15
96.15
96.15
96.15
92.31
1
45.45
40.00
36.36
63.64
63.64

Total success rate (%)
2
3
4
77.78
81.50
89.29
79.01
82.66
90.08
87.04
88.44
92.06
76.54
69.36
80.16
77.16
71.10
79.76
Detection rate (%)
2
3
4
95.65
100.00 100.00
95.65
100.00 100.00
95.65
100.00 100.00
95.65
100.00 100.00
95.65
100.00 100.00
False positive rate (%)
2
3
4
25.18
21.05
13.17
23.74
19.74
12.20
14.39
13.16
9.76
26.62
34.87
24.39
25.90
32.89
24.88

5
83.96
85.85
90.09
77.36
78.30
5
96.15
98.08
98.08
96.15
94.23
5
20.00
18.13
12.50
28.75
26.88

By this comparison between Table III and Table IV, we can
see that the approach we proposed maintains a clearly higher
detection rate and, at the same time, the false positive rate was
much reduced.

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced the background and related
researches about detection of DRDoS attack. And we also
pointed out some drawbacks of the existing approaches. Then
our new approach using five features was proposed and its
performance was verified by experiments. The experiment
result indicated that our proposal has a clearly better
performance for detecting DRDoS attacks. In the future, some
other datasets and other machine learning algorithms will be
used to examine the behavior of our proposal.
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